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I must begin by clarifying that while I do indeed often teach without my shoes, I am not at all suggesting this as a teaching tip! However, there is a connection. What I am suggesting as my first teaching tip is that every instructor must find some way to be “rooted,” or connected if you will, to her/his students. None of the following tips, nor any other’s you may read I dare to say, will be successful if the students do not feel you are invested and concerned about their learning journey.

One of the many ways in which students have shared with me that they know I am invested in their learning, which also often times includes creating a safe (even if not always comfortable!) environment is that I always share my teaching journey. It is this expression of vulnerability and trust that opens up the classroom for mutual sharing and growth. It is with my teaching journey that I will begin this article.

It was towards the end of a successful fifteen-year professional social work career that I unexpectedly stumbled onto an opportunity to present a guest lecture on living and working in the profession with multiple intersecting identities to a class of social work students. After the lecture, the professor of the class (herself, “barefoot” literally, as well as figuratively, as far as I could assess!) offered to walk me out of the class and immediately announced that I needed to be teaching! Though I had never entertained the idea, I felt the pull that afternoon. The very next semester I was not only guest lecturing again in her class, but also co-teaching a class with her. When an adjunct teaching position became available the following semester, with her guidance, I applied and accepted the offer to begin my teaching career.

She was my instant mentor and I taught at that university for over five years. Rewardingly enough, I experienced all of these wonderful opportunities at my graduate school alma mater. I later went on to teach social work courses for three additional local universities and introductory anthropology courses for the local community college before my arrival at the University of Michigan in 2010. Needless to say, teaching is not just a profession for me. I feel quite confident and comfortable saying I “am” a teacher and I happen to also have the joy and honor of doing so for a living.

Since I have always been quite fascinated with improving my teaching skills, my teaching journey also included some time working in the area of the scholarship of teaching and learning. It was during that time that I became aware of several pedagogies which I found fit my need to be “rooted” in the classroom and vulnerable with the students; or, as students have often said to me, “real.” These include all of Paulo Freire’s pedagogies, especially his work on critical pedagogies. Highly recommended readings on these critical pedagogies which have been particularly moving and integrative to my teaching have been, Pedagogy of Love, which is a compilation of Freire’s pedagogies by one of his protegés, Antonia Darder, bell hooks’ trio of teaching wisdom which includes, Teaching to Transgress: Education as the Practice of Freedom; Teaching Community: A Pedagogy of Hope and Teaching Critical Thinking: Practical Wisdom are also highly recommended readings.

While Paulo Freire is known for much pedagogy, it was the critical lens in which he viewed the educational system, terming it a, “banking” method and advocating instead for a liberationist educational system, which greatly influences my teaching.

Thus, my second teaching tip, is to, whenever possible, encourage critical thinking and reflection and to teach through dialogue. However, to do so, we must first prepare our students through a series of experiences which will have them reminisce and remember, then acknowledge, that their previous educational experiences (most likely!) included them passively having information “deposited” into their brains and then during test-taking time being told to “withdraw” the information; all of this with the absence of critical thinking or praxis. Once we have tackled this acknowledgement...
the skill of dialogue, which also includes defining how these are different from, and connected to, debate, discourse and discussions, can then be taught and applied.

Though last, my final teaching tip is one in which I would say guides the previous two tips. I strongly believe that being rooted while expressing vulnerability and trust and encouraging critical thinking through dialogue cannot be successful without the presence of love. Once we have the good fortune of graduating from kindergarten where words and deeds of affection are not only taught and encouraged, but expected, we tend to focus on love in its purely romantic and sexual sense. I maintain that a genuine sense of caring and concern and connectedness to our students will go a long way in assisting them with successfully integrating all of the content and learning outcomes we are required to ensure that they have.

Best wishes to all who read this and to our students.

Love,

Shari